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Numerical stellar clusters:
A data rich environment

Overview:
STARS form in chaotic environments that are home to many physical processes. Although star-forming environments and young stars are
being observed with state-of-the-art telescopes, advanced high-resolution simulations are required to help interpret the observational data for
a better understanding of star formation.

WE simulate the formation and early evolution of a stellar cluster using the smoothed particle radiation non-ideal magnetohydrodynamics
code, sphNG. Our simulations resolve the Jeans mass, meaning that we can model the formation of individual stars; the stars are
subsequently modelled using sink particles rather than 100-1000s of gas particles. Our simulations are initialised with 50 solar masses of
turbulent gas in a magnetised medium. To investigate the effect of magnetic field strength and non-ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD),
we ran nine simulations. These simulations are computationally expensive thus require resources such as DiRAC. However, much
information can be extracted:

Thus, HPC is an essential and invaluable resource in trying to better understand star formation.
Primary Reference: Wurster, Bate & Price. MNRAS, 489:1719-1741, Oct 2019.

GAS structure of two star forming regions after
275kyr. The gas motion is more restricted in the
magnetised model (left), thus there are fewer star-
forming hubs. The single filament is somewhat
aligned with the initial magnetic field, while there is
no preferential direction of the filaments in the
purely hydrodynamics model (right).
The initial magnetic field strength affects the
evolution of the filaments and the number and
location of star-forming hubs.

STAR-FORMING cores represent the initial conditions for the formation of an individual
star. Realistic star-forming cores are not the smooth, idealised spheres typically used in
numerical simulations. For each star that forms, we can analyse earlier epochs and
extract the properties of the gas from which the star will be born to obtain realistic
profiles of the various properties (density, temperature, velocity, magnetic field, etc). The
figure shows the density profile of several star-forming cores in these simulations well
before this gas is converted into a star (Rowan, MPhys thesis).

DISCS form around many of the stars, and these discs are
dynamically evolving and interacting (far left panel). We
can extract statistics about the discs (e.g. the hierarchy of
discs and the number of stars they surround; see also Bate
2018) and analyse the properties of individual discs (e.g.
remaining four panels that show gas density, and magnetic
field B, Ohmic resistivity ηOR & ambipolar diffusion ηAD
strengths in a vertical slice through the disc; Wurster,
submitted). Thus we have many realistic discs that can be
analysed at multiple epochs for a complete understanding
of their formation and early evolution.

Figure 8: Average temperature T of SPH particles binned in
R/r0 within the cores of simulation I10.

Figure 9: Average temperature T of SPH particles binned in
z/r0 within the cores of simulation I10.

As anticipated, the temperatures are fairly uni-
form, with most exhibiting a steady linear increase
with both R and z. The cooler interior follows from
the fact that cores form in initially colder dense re-
gions where thermal support is weaker. This pic-
ture is consistent with the observed starless cores
of Launhardt et al 2012, who use FIR and submm
imaging to construct spatially resolved SED’s which
are fitted to modified blackbody curves, in order to
determine spatial temperature profiles. In the spirit
of trying to maintain simplicity where possible, a
straight line fit was deemed su�cient to represent
the data based on the profiles in Figures 8 and 9.
The two fitted temperature profiles (one in R and
one in z) are shown Equations 12 and 13 where r0 is
the radius of the region, mT,R and mT,z are the rate
of change of temperature with R and z respectively,
TR,0 and Tz,0 are the central temperatures in R and
z.

T (R, r0) = TR,0 +
R

r0
mT,R (12)

T (z, r0) = Tz,0 +
z

r0
mT,z (13)

For all cores in each of the nine simulations
these two functions are fitted to the temperature

profiles using the curve fit function from Python’s
scipy package. This function utilises a least squares
regression method to optimise the fit parameters T0

and mT in each axis. The average optimised values
after performing the fits are shown in Table 3 along
side 1� � errors about the the optimal value.

mT,R 0.81+0.59
�0.40[K] TR,0 6.58+0.23

�0.20[K]
mT,z 0.54+1.11

�0.48[K] Tz,0 6.79+0.32
�0.20[K]

Table 1: Table of optimised fit parameters and their asym-
metric 1� � errors for Equations 12 and 13

5.2. Density

As mentioned, a large majority of high resolution
models, cores are initialised with a uniform den-
sity (e.g Price & Bate 2007, Price et al. 2012 and
Wurster et al 2018) or under the assumption that
the cores are still in the isothermal collapse phase.
These starting conditions are significantly idealised
as they are only rough estimations of the density
profiles at this time in the core’s evolution. How-
ever, cores do not begin their existence from the
point from which these models trace their evolu-
tion and do not form in isolation but instead within
clusters. It may be the case that at the starting
densities of these simulations a density gradient has
already developed. In generating density profiles for
the cores using the SPH particles which have traced
the evolution of the system from the beginning of
the formation of the star cluster, the mass distribu-
tion within the cores at the times in which single
stellar evolution studies are concerned has the im-
print of both its own prior evolution and the larger
system it evolves within. The density distributions
in R and z are shown in Figures 10 and Figures 11.

Figure 10: Logarithmic average density of SPH particles
binned in R/r0 within the cores of simulation I10.
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MAGNETIC fields hinder star formation. Fewer stars form in the magnetised
models (left), and less gas is converted into stars (right); the stars that do form
are slightly more massive. The inclusion of non-ideal MHD does not have a
significant affect on the total stellar mass when considering the entire cluster.
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